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Pornography (noun) 
por·nog·ra·phy | \ pȯr-ˈnä-grə-fē  \ 
1: the depiction of erotic behavior (as in pictures or 
writing) intended to cause sexual excitement 
2: material (such as books or a photograph) that depicts 
erotic behavior and is intended to cause sexual 
excitement 
3: the depiction of acts in a sensational manner so as to 
arouse a quick intense emotional reaction 
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• Britannica Article 
In many historical societies, frank depictions of 
sexual behavior, often in a religious context, were 
common. In ancient Greece and Rome, for 
instance, phallic imagery and depictions of 
orgiastic scenes were widely present, though it is 
unlikely that they fulfilled anything like the social 
or psychological functions of modern 
pornography.   

 



WHEN DID PORN BEGIN ? 
• Britannica Article 
In Japan Makura-e (pillow pictures) were 
intended for entertainment as well as for the 
instruction of married couples. This interest in 
very frank erotica reached its height during the 
Tokugawa period (1603–1867). The volume of 
this type of material was so large by the 18th 
century that the government began issuing 
official edicts against it, and some arrests and 
prosecutions followed. 
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• Britannica Article 
Europe 
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•We are accepting it 
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•We are accepting it… 

70% 
That’s the portion of the American adults who disagree 
with the statement “nude pictures and X-rated videos on 
the internet provide harmless entertainment for those 
who enjoy it.” 
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•We are consuming it… 
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•We are consuming it… 
 
 

Porn sites receive more regular traffic than 
Netflix, Amazon, & Twitter combined each 
month. (HuffPost) 
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•We are consuming it… 
 

 
Porn is a global, estimated $97 billion 
industry, with about $12 billion of that 
coming from the U.S. (NBC News)   
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•We are consuming it… 
 

 
In 2016 alone, more than 4,599,000,000 
hours of porn were consumed on the world’s 
largest porn site. (PH Analytics) 
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• We are creating it… 
 

According to a recent study from the 
Pew Research Center, 44 percent of 
teens reported sending or receiving a 
sexually explicit text, or sext, a jump of 
nearly double the 26 percent who 
reported doing so in 2012.  
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• We are creating it… 
 

A separate study from Purdue University 
found that among 21 year olds, 80 
percent had sent or received a sext and 
46 percent had sent a nude selfie.  
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Simplicity Curiosity Sensuality Captivity 
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• Simplicity 
 
Proverbs 7.6 
6For at the window of my house I have looked out 
through my lattice, 7and I have seen among the 
simple, I have perceived among the youths, a 
young man lacking sense,  
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• Curiosity 
 
Proverbs 7 
8passing along the street near her corner, taking the 
road to her house 9in the twilight, in the evening, at 
the time of night and darkness.  
10And behold, the woman meets him, dressed as a 
prostitute, wily of heart.  
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• Sensuality 
 
Proverbs 7 
11She is loud and wayward; her feet do not stay at 
home;  
12now in the street, now in the market, and at every 
corner she lies in wait.  
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• Sensuality 
 
Proverbs 7 
13She seizes him and kisses him, and with bold face 
she says to him, 14“I had to offer sacrifices, and today I 
have paid my vows; 15so now I have come out to meet 
you, to seek you eagerly, and I have found you.  
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• Sensuality 
 
Proverbs 7 
21With much seductive speech she persuades him; 
with her smooth talk she compels him.  
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• Captivity 
 
Proverbs 7 
22All at once he follows her, as an ox goes to the 
slaughter, or as a stag is caught fast  
23till an arrow pierces its liver; as a bird rushes into a 
snare; he does not know that it will cost him his life.  
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• Captivity 
 
Proverbs 7 
22All at once he follows her, as an ox goes to the 
slaughter, or as a stag is caught fast  
23till an arrow pierces its liver; as a bird rushes into a 
snare; he does not know that it will cost him his life.  

 





In 2016, Rock and his wife of 18 years Malaak 
Compton-Rock finalized their divorce. 
 
The comedian also admitted that it was his 
fault the marriage failed and that he cannot 
understand why men cheat. 
 

 



“When you start watching porn, any porn will do. 
Then, later on, you’re all (messed up )and you need a 
perfect porn cocktail to get (aroused). 
 
“I was so (messed) up, like, I needed an Asian girl 
with a black girl’s (body) that speaks Spanish just to 
get (aroused). I’m a lot better now.” 
 
(After watching pornography) 
You have a hard time with eye contact and verbal 
cues. You get desensitized. 
 

 



(About his divorce) 
“It’s my fault... I didn’t listen. I wasn’t kind. I had 
an attitude, I thought, ‘I pay for everything, I can 
do what I want’. That…don’t … work. 
 
“Some of these lessons you’ve just got to learn. 
Like, I brought this … on myself. I brought this 
… on myself, and you’ve got to learn some 
lessons, some man lessons.” 
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Wisdom Insight Foresight Freedom 
 

 



THE WAY OF ESCAPE 

Interview with 
Steve and Tara Dekkers 

 
 




